
	  

 
 
 
Archangel Chamuel: Chamuel is known to help individuals maintain inner 
peace, he is helpful in intertwining spiritual ideas into the physical and assisting 
with love relationships.  
 
“Love is a remembrance of two souls reuniting again, a feeling of home and 
remembrance of what IS. The relationship with the self is the only true 
relationship. It is the most important and you will find that all is available for you 
as you tend to this inner light.  
 
Others will come only to usher you to this sweet intertwining of self and love. 
Remember they too are doing the same.  
 
All is possible through love. In your attachment to needs - which is based in lack 
and forgetfulness that you are full, you disrupt the love that is available through 
you. There is a misconception that love is felt from the heart, it is he soul that 
beats so strongly for another. Chemistry is an electric magnetic force that draws 
two souls together for their learning but also for their remembrance of what IS.  
 
Is it possible to fall in love without falling? Heartbreak is only a result of accepting 
the illusion that you are separate (from love). We understand the difficulty in 
detaching from the physical reality of things, but as you tend to your emotions 
you recognize that all is just energy and that we are truly one.  
 
When you are in love you feel an excitement of being at home and yes it is your 
souls desire to learn through this circumstance. It is like working all the kinks out 
so you must look at what is and smooth it over with your own connection. How? 
By tending to your light. When you go to the misconception of rejection, this is 
the problem, or the need for someone to behave a certain way in order for you to 
feel loved. You can practice the feeling of love by seeing it in all things, this is like 
working a muscle but also building your vibration up and out so there is no way 
that the fear can be active.  
 
Love is all there really IS. So when you are focused on the lack of it or the illusion 
of lack, this is where you separate yourself calling it heartbreak.  
 
You fall in love to remember the vibration of love, it is the ego that works down 
the latter calculating and needing to box in ideas of what love is. What if you just 
allowed for the experience instead of conditioning what a relationship should look 
and feel like?  
 



	  

Tend to your own light or you will be lost forever.  
 
If you are not strong in illuminating your own source of love you can become 
derailed chasing someone else’s trail.  
 
Relationships seem hard because they mirror all your belief systems and allow 
you to see what is currently in your vibration - the important piece is not to attach 
to the belief systems that are in place that do not work for you or that work 
against divine love, simply see them and let them go.  
 
You have the choice in every moment to choose your thoughts about a subject, 
so choose wisely. Control is not love. There is a highly evolved type of 
relationship forming as you move forward in your consciousness collectively, one 
of utter allowance, kindness and independence with connection to source. These 
games of cat and mouse are no longer serving you. Just tend to your light.”  
 
 
 
 
Archangel Jophiel: Jophiel helps to shift from negative to positive mindset. She 
is also helpful with relationships and creating beauty through self knowledge.  
 
“And what if we viewed this interaction between two souls as a falling into place? 
As the pieces have already come together and are arranged so beautifully 
through the emotional scale and the ease that is felt between the two.  
 
Love is expansion. So if you can see each loving interaction as an opportunity for 
a forward movement for your soul, this would be the best point of view.  
 
What seems to happen is people become confused and believe that the love is 
coming from the other person when all is just being reflected and shared 
between the two.  
 
This feeling of being at home with an activated heart can be fostered with and 
through your own connection. These lovers come in to elevate you into your next 
stage of spiritual advancement, so do not mourn the time spent for what lies 
ahead is always a better match to what you have become. The forgetfulness or 
fear in this is what causes the negative emotion.  
 
What humans forget is that love IS. When you condense your source of love into 
another the limitation in this is painful and so far from the truth. The piece you are 
missing is that you are love. The only reason you do this is the forgetfulness that 
you ARE. The physical reality is tempting we understand but you are being called 
for greatness and this greatness is tended to by going within to extract the 
miracles, creativity, and divine sparks of god.  
 



	  

Heart break/Contrast: This is pushing you INTO the need or benefits of creating 
this feeling within. That is all. The push and pull is tiring. The need for someone 
to be or do something in order for you to feel safe is obsolete.  
 
How can we stay in love? It is only be tending to your own light dear one.”  
 
 
 
Archangel Daniel: Daniel is known as the angel of marriage and universal love. 
He helps us to heal relationships, attract love and encourages us to create 
fullness within.  
 
“Love is a reuniting of souls, yes, a magnetic force of divine intervention. I 
oversee these unions and assist in the intention of the souls through harmony 
and understanding of one another. Love is a remembrance of being at home. 
Yes, it is quite possible to exist in love without pain, this is achieved by attending 
to the soul’s desires instead of the learned behaviors/needs/demands (of what 
you term the ego). It is possible for the two to merge through contemplation, 
dedication and connection. They become attached to the feeling generated when 
together, mistaking it for their source of love. When tended to this chemistry is 
potentially long lasting because you connect up instead of into them. Both must 
be on board for this to work.”  
 
 
 
Archangel Raguel: Raguel helps to bring harmony to situations and 
relationships, he helps with forgiveness, peace and spiritual learning.  
 
“Love is a union of souls but also a vibrational match of the whole. Your soul has 
charted many opportunities for love and they can be presented wherever you 
may stand. You are asking how to love without pain, an excellent question and 
an expansive one. You collectively are headed towards this understanding and 
ability, what is necessary is a certain forgetfulness of the self (ego).  
 
Do not see them as your source of love OR pain.  
 
When you truly stand in love transgression is impossible. We are collectively 
learning through pain and love, be patient with yourselves but know that all is 
mutable through self-love and understanding.”  
 
If you become empowered/accountable for your state of being, true 
enlightenment awaits.”  
 


